
 

#1- Introduction In this article, we're going to explore the best websites for learning a new skill or expanding your knowledge. These websites and apps will help you accomplish just about anything from making hummus to building apps in node.js, most of them for free. #2- The Best Websites for Learning Here at Lifehacker, we're huge fans of skills-based learning. It's true that you can teach yourself
something like programming or web design, but there are huge benefits to taking an organized course. First, you'll be able to focus your attention on one subject, rather than learning it piecemeal through forums and blog posts. Understanding the whole concept is also key to understanding how it fits into the greater picture. You can then apply what you've learned in a way that makes sense in the world
around you. Contrary to what many get-rich-quick schemes will tell you, college isn't the only path to success. But the chances are good that you'll need some sort of formal education if you want to learn something beyond what's covered in this list. So, if you're trying to get a skill for your resume or just have a lifelong dream of being a pilot, keep reading. #3- Google Drive Apps G Suite is completely
free for all users with an email address, regardless of whether that address is @gmail.com or @yourbusinessemail.com. If you're already paying for Google Drive, then the G Suite Team is offering up a major upgrade for free. The G Suite suite offers nearly all of the same tools we've come to know and love from Google Drive. That includes apps, web and mobile document annotation and sharing,
and more. You can read more details on the Google Drive website . #6- The Best Apps for Learning New Skills If you're interested in learning to code, these apps will provide a great jumping off point. The first one teaches you the basics of Python. The next few show you how to build web apps with HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and Ruby on Rails. The last two tackle digital drawing and music theory.
#7- The Best Websites for Learning a Foreign Language These days, a lot of people want to learn a foreign language—but it can be hard to do this on your own. It's easy to fall behind in a class, or get discouraged when you don't feel like you're making progress. And if you're trying to teach yourself from a book or online course, it's easy to forget what you've learned from week-to-week.
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